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Abstract

The spotted eagle ray (Aetobatus narinari ), a large coral reef–associated batoid of conservation concern, is currently described
as a single, circumglobally distributed species. However, geographic differences in its morphology and parasite diversity have
raised unconfirmed suspicions that A. narinari may constitute a species complex. We used 1570 bp of mitochondrial and
nuclear sequence data (cytochrome b, cytochrome c oxidase subunit I, and internal transcribed spacer 2) to assess the validity
of A. narinari as a single cosmopolitan species and infer its evolutionary history. Specimens from 4 major geographic regions
were examined: the Central Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, Western Pacific, and Central Pacific. Phylogenies described 3 distinct,
reciprocally monophyletic lineages with no genetic exchange among regions. Based on combined genealogical concordance
and genetic distance criteria, we recommend that the Western/Central Pacific lineage be recognized as a distinct species
from lineages in the Central Atlantic and Eastern Pacific. The latter 2 lineages, separated by the Isthmus of Panama, are
proposed as subspecies. A basal position in phylogenetic analyses and statistical parsimony results support an Indo-West
Pacific origin for the A. narinari species complex, with subsequent westerly dispersal around the southern tip of Africa into
the Atlantic and then into the Eastern Pacific.
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Molecular analyses are resolving many taxonomic uncer-
tainties, including revealing that species once thought to
cover wide geographic areas are often complexes compris-
ing 2 or more genetically distinct species (Knowlton 2000;
Vogler et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008). In addition to
providing taxonomic clarity and more accurate biodiversity
assessments, such findings have management and conser-
vation ramifications as many of the newly identified species
may have limited ranges and relatively small population sizes
rendering them more vulnerable to human impact. Con-
sequently, the accurate delimitation of species boundaries
is an important conservation need (Avise 1998; Frankham
et al. 2002), especially for exploited species.

The spotted eagle ray (Aetobatus narinari ) is a large, reef-
associated, and mainly coastal batoid with an apparent
circumtropical distribution (Figure 1) (Compagno and Last
1999). Although currently designated a single species
throughout its range, geographic differences in its mor-

phology and the distribution of 7 tapeworm species parasitic
to A. narinari have led to unconfirmed suggestions that this
batoid probably comprises a species complex (Compagno
and Last 1999; Compagno et al. 2005; Marie and Justine
2005; Kyne et al. 2006). Aetobatus narinari is subject to
intense and unregulated inshore fisheries particularly in parts
of Southeast Asia and is considered highly vulnerable to
sustained harvest due to its relatively low fecundity
(Compagno and Last 1999; Kyne et al. 2006). Consequently,
A. narinari is listed on the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species as ‘‘Vulnerable’’ in Southeast Asia and ‘‘Near
Threatened’’ globally (IUCN 2006 Assessment). However,
these listings are based on the current designation of
A. narinari as a single globally distributed species. Given long-
standing suspicions that it may be a species complex with its
component taxa having narrower geographic distributions
and population sizes, clarifying these uncertainties is a high
priority for guiding conservation efforts (Kyne et al. 2006)
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and providing an informed perspective on the evolutionary
diversity and history of this lineage.

To provide this clarification, we took a multilocus
genetic approach examining signals of evolutionary history
in DNA sequences from the mitochondrial cytochrome
b (cyt b), cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) genes, and
the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2)
locus. Our results reveal that A. narinari is composed of at
least 3 distinct lineages with no genetic exchange among
individuals from the Central Atlantic, Eastern Pacific, and
Western/Central Pacific regions. These findings support the
recognition of at least 2 distinct species within ‘‘A. narinari’’
and 2 lineages that at a minimum should be provided
subspecies status. Our results also indicate an Indo-Pacific
origin for the Aetobatus lineage with subsequent westerly
dispersal and diversification into the Atlantic and then
eastern Pacific.

Materials and Methods

Specimens Analyzed

Tissue samples were obtained from 36 A. narinari individuals
from globally distributed regions (Central Atlantic, Eastern
Pacific, Western Pacific, and Central Pacific; Figure 1). In
addition to A. narinari, the genus Aetobatus contains 3 other
species, any of which would provide a valid outgroup for
our intraspecific phylogenetic analysis. We utilized Aetobatus

flagellum obtained from Ariake Bay, Japan, as the outgroup.
All samples were preserved in 95% ethanol at 4 �C.

Polymerase Chain Reaction and Sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted from approximately 25 mg of
tissue using the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA).
The following primer pairs were designed for polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification and sequencing. Cyt b gene:
AnarCBF1 (5#-GAGGGGCAACTGTCATCACTAACC-3#)
and AnarCBR1 (5#-CGATTGGGAAAAGGAGGAGGAA-
3#); ITS2 locus: Bat5.8SF1 (5#-GCTACACCTGTCT-
GAGGGTCGCC-3#) and Bat28SR1 (5#-ACAGGCTAGGC-
CTCGATCAGAAGG-3#). The primer pair FishF1 (5#-
TCAACCAACCACAAAGACATTGGCAC-3#) and FishR2
(5#-ACTTCAGGGTGACCGAAGAATCAGAA-3#) (Ward
et al. 2005) was used for COI PCR and sequencing. The
above primer pairs produced 596 bp of nucleotide sequence
from the 3# end of cyt b, 571 bp from the 5# end of COI, and
403 bp of the entire ITS2 locus. The ITS2 primers also gave
280 bp from the 5# end of the flanking ribosomal 28S gene.

Total PCR volumes were 50 ll and contained 1 ll of the
extracted genomic DNA (unquantified), 5 ll 10� PCR
buffer, 50 lM of each deoxynucleoside triphosphate, 0.25
lM of each primer, and 0.75 units of HotStar Taq DNA
polymerase (Qiagen Inc.). PCR was performed in a Master-
cycler gradient (Eppendorf Inc., Westbury, NY) thermal
cycler as follows: 95 �C initial heating for 15 min to activate
the hot start DNA polymerase, followed by 35 cycles of 94
�C for 1 min, 50 �C (55 �C for ITS2) for 1 min, 72 �C for 1
min, and a 5-min final extension step at 72 �C. For a few
individuals that did not amplify well under these conditions,
the Taq polymerase was increased to 1.75 units, number of
cycles increased to 41, and the 72 �C extension step

Figure 1. World map showing location of animals sampled. Shading indicates northern and southern extents of Aetobatus

narinari’s geographic range (from Compagno and Last 1999). Sample sizes per location shown in parentheses.
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increased to 2 min. A negative control (all reaction
components without genomic DNA) was included in each
PCR set to check for reagent contamination. PCR products
were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit
(Qiagen Inc.) and sequenced completely in both directions
using the Applied Biosystems BigDye Terminator v3.1
Cycle Sequencing Kit. Products were separated using an
Applied Biosystems 3130 Genetic Analyzer and bases called
using Applied Biosystems Sequencing Analysis Software
version 5.2. Individual sequences are available from
GenBank (accession numbers FJ812178-FJ812206).

Data Analysis

CLUSTAL X version 1.81 (Thompson et al. 1997) and
MacCLADE version 4.03 (Maddison and Maddison 2001)
were used to align and edit individual sequences. Cyt b and
COI DNA sequences were translated using GENEDOC
version 2.6.02 (Nicholas et al. 1997) and checked for correct
vertebrate mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) amino acid
coding and aberrant start/stop codons.

Genealogical Analyses

Evolutionary relationships among DNA sequences were
estimated by constructing unrooted statistical parsimony
networks for each locus using the Templeton et al. (1992)
method as implemented in the software package TCS
version 1.13 (Clement et al. 2000). Ambiguous loops in the
networks were resolved using criteria based on coalescent
theory (Crandall and Templeton 1993), summarized by
Pfenninger and Posada (2002) as follows: 1) frequency
criterion: haplotypes are more likely to be connected to
haplotypes with higher frequency than to singletons; 2)
topological criterion: haplotypes are more likely to be
connected to interior haplotypes than to tip haplotypes; and
3) geographical criterion: haplotypes are more likely to be
connected to haplotypes from the same population or
region than to haplotypes occurring in distant populations.

To further explore evolutionary relationships among the
A. narinari sequences, we conducted phylogenetic analyses
on concatenated mitochondrial and nuclear sequence data
sets. The practice of combining sequence data from
different loci continues to be debated (see Cunningham
1997 and references therein). The partition homogeneity test
is often used to determine whether data should be
combined, with Bull et al. (1993) recommending that data
partitions showing significant heterogeneity (P , 0.05) not
be combined. However, this level of significance may be too
conservative. Farias et al. (2000) and Sullivan (1996), for
example, showed that increased phylogenetic accuracy was
obtained by combining apparently heterogeneous mito-
chondrial and nuclear data sets (partition homogeneity test
P values of 0.01 and 0.016, respectively). In addition,
Cunningham (1997) demonstrated that combined data sets
with P values .0.01 improved or did not decrease
phylogenetic accuracy. We performed a partition homoge-
neity test in PAUP version 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) on
concatenated cyt b and COI sequences (excluding the

A. flagelum outgroup sequence), and no significant hetero-
geneity between the data partition was detected (P5 1.0000;
100 replicates). Another partition homogeneity test on an A.

narinari and A. flagellum alignment of concatenated cyt b,
COI, and ITS2 sequences produced a P value of 0.01 (100
replicates). The ITS2 section of the alignment contained
numerous indels: 2 among A. narinari ingroups (3 and 6 bp)
and 5 between the ingroups and the A. flagellum outgroup
(11–15 bp). Removal of these indels did not affect the
outcome of the partition homogeneity test. In light of the
prior studies mentioned, we feel that the partition
homogeneity test failed to show sufficient heterogeneity
among the data partitions to reject their combination.
Consequently, we considered combining all sequence data
sets (total evidence) to be a valid approach.

PAUP was used to perform maximum likelihood (ML),
maximum parsimony (MP), and neighbor joining (NJ)
phylogenetic reconstructions on the combined mitochon-
drial–nuclear data set (with A. flagellum as the outgroup).
Although numerous studies have shown indels to be reliable
phylogenetic characters (Lloyd and Calder 1991; Baldwin
and Markos 1998; Prather and Jansen 1998; Simmons et al.
2001; Coleman and Vacquier 2002), they may not evolve
according to the more complex substitution models
commonly implemented in ML phylogenetic approaches
(Golenberg et al. 1993). Consequently, 2 approaches to the
combined mitochondrial–nuclear data set were employed: 1)
a 1548-bp alignment with all indel sites removed and 2)
a 1621-bp alignment containing the indels. Using the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) in MODELTEST 3.06 (Posada
and Crandall 1998), the transversion model with invariable
sites (TVM þ I) was selected for the ML analysis of the
1548-bp data set. To account for the uncertainty that indels
may not evolve according to the models implemented in
MODELTEST, we used the Jukes–Cantor model, which
assumes equal base frequencies and all substitutions equally
likely for the ML analysis on the indel-containing 1621-bp
data set, with indels weighted as separate presence/absence
characters using the ‘‘simple gap coding’’ method of
Simmons and Ochoterena (2000).

ML and MP heuristic searches obtained starting trees via
stepwise addition using 10 random addition sequence
replicates, and branch swapping was performed using tree
bisection–reconnection. The MP analysis was unweighted.
For the NJ analysis, the TVM þ I model was used with the
1548-bp data set and uncorrected p distance with the 1621-bp
data set. Statistical support for branch nodes was assessed
using nonparametric bootstrap analyses (100 replicates for
ML, 500 replicates for MP, and 2000 replicates for NJ)
(Felsenstein 1985). Nodes with bootstrap values �70% were
considered well supported (Hillis and Bull 1993). The ML
heuristic bootstrap searches obtained starting trees via
stepwise addition using the as-is option, and branch swapping
was performed using nearest neighbor interchange.

PAUP was also used for ML, MP, and NJ phylogenetic
reconstructions (with A. flagellum as the outgroup) on each
locus independently. Tree searches and bootstrap analyses
were performed according to the procedures outlined
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above. Identifying the basal clade (ancestral population) was
of major interest in our analyses for inferring the
evolutionary history of A. narinari. Therefore, we statistically
evaluated alternative tree topologies with each of the 3 major
phylogeographic lineages (clades; see Results) constrained to
be basal using the Shimodaira–Hasegawa (SH) test
(Shimodaira and Hasegawa 1999) in PAUP. Significance
was determined via a 1-tailed test comparing the test statistic
to a null distribution generated from 1000 bootstrap
replicates. The bootstrap was performed using the resam-
pling estimated log-likelihood method (Kishino et al. 1990).
This procedure gives a good approximation of ML
bootstrap probabilities without having to reestimate branch
lengths for each replicate (Kishino et al. 1990).

Assessment of Comparative Genetic Divergence

To assess genetic divergence thresholds that might be
informative for species delineation, we compared divergence
between the 3 major A. narinari phylogeographic lineages
obtained (i.e., Western/Central Pacific, Eastern Pacific, and
Central Atlantic; see Results) with that between other
taxonomically uncontested batoid and shark congener pairs.
Using sequence data available in GenBank, we selected
6 closely related batoid congener pairs (representing
4 families) and 1 shark subspecies pair that had good sequence
overlap with our data. Genetic distances for cyt b and COI
were calculated using the following sequences (accession
numbers in parentheses)—cyt b: Himantura imbricatus

(AB021497), Himantura gerrardii (AB021498), Himantura

pacifica (AF110638), Himantura schmardae (AF110639), Pota-
motrygon motoro (AF110626), Potamotrygon castexi (AF110627),
Dasyatis akejei (D50027), Dasyatis laosensis (AB021504),
Dasyatis sp. (AB021496), Sphyrna tiburo tiburo (L08042), and
Sphyrna tiburo vespertina (L08043). COI: Raja cerva

(DQ108189) and Raja australis (DQ108188). Although the
Dasyatis sp. cyt b GenBank sequence was from a Dasyatis

stingray not identified to species, the possibility that it is
actually the same species as its comparison congener
(D. laosensis) is highly unlikely; D. laosensis is an obligate
freshwater species (Roberts and Karnasuta 1987) collected
in the Mekong River, Laos (Sezaki et al. 1999), whereas
Dasyatis sp. was collected in salt water (Gulf of Thailand)
(Sezaki et al. 1999).

To facilitate comparison with other published studies,
mean pairwise uncorrected p and Kimura 2-parameter
(K2P)–corrected sequence distances were calculated using
MEGA3 (Kumar et al. 2004). Although these distances are
useful for comparative purposes, patristic distances calcu-
lated from the branch lengths of a phylogeny constructed
using the correct model of sequence evolution offer the
advantage of eliminating underestimates of genetic distance
due to substitution saturation (Lefébure et al. 2006).
Therefore, we calculated patristic distances from cyt b and
COI ML phylogenies, which included all A. narinari

sequences and the congeners obtained from GenBank,
using the program PATRISTICv1.0 (Fourment and Gibbs
2006). We also wished to gain an accurate estimate of

genetic distance among the 3 A. narinari lineages so that
divergence time could be calculated. The best estimate
would be patristic distances obtained from an ML
phylogeny of all 3 loci. However, due to the uncertain
nature of indel evolution as discussed earlier, the ITS2 data
were excluded and distances calculated from the combined
cyt b and COI data sets.

Inclusion of the batoid congener pairs H. pacifica–H.

schmardae, P. motoro–P. castexi, and the shark subspecies pair
S. tiburo tiburo–S. tiburo vespertina in the comparative pairwise
genetic distance calculations required a cropped cyt
b alignment (432 bp) as the GenBank coverage of these
sequences was slightly upstream of our A. narinari sequence
alignment. MODELTEST (using AIC) selected TrNþI as
the best fit model for the COI and combined mtDNA
alignments and the TVM þ I þ G model for the 432-bp
cyt b alignment. Heuristic tree searches used the same
parameters stated earlier.

Estimating Divergence Time

A likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Huelsenbeck and Rannala
1997) was performed to test for the existence of a molecular
clock on the combined COI/cyt b A. narinari data set and
the 432-bp cyt b A. narinari plus congeners data set. The
LRT test was made more stringent by reducing the number
of taxa as follows: only unique haplotypes were included in
the combined COI/cyt b analysis and only 1 (most
divergent) A. narinari haplotype from each of the 3 major
lineages was included in the 432-bp cyt b analysis.

Aetobatus narinari is restricted to tropical and subtropical
waters (Compagno and Last 1999); therefore, it is likely that
Central Atlantic and Eastern Pacific populations became
isolated from one another when the Isthmus of Panama
closed approximately 3.1 million years ago (Ma) (Coates and
Obando 1996). However, the land bridge may have still
been passable as recently as 2 Ma (Cronin and Dowsett
1996). Therefore, mutation rates for the combined COI/cyt b
data were calculated for both isthmus time intervals using
the patristic distance between the Central Atlantic and
Eastern Pacific lineages.

Results

Statistical Parsimony

We identified 11 cyt b haplotypes, 8 COI haplotypes, and
7 ITS2 sequence types in the 36 globally distributed A. narinari

individuals. At the 95% probability level, TCS produced
2 distinct subnetworks for COI: Western and Central Pacific
haplotypes formed 1 network; the Eastern Pacific and
Central Atlantic haplotypes formed the other. For cyt b, TCS
produced 3 distinct networks comprised of Western/Central
Pacific, Eastern Pacific, and Central Atlantic haplotypes. The
distinct networks for each mitochondrial gene could only
be joined at the 91% probability level (Figure 2). Haplotype
connections within the distinct (95%) networks remained
unchanged in the joined (91%) networks.
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Although the nuclear ribosomal ITS2 locus occurs in
multiple copies within an individual (Long and Dawid 1980),
the process of concerted evolution often homogenizes all
copies (Hillis and Dixon 1991). However, 3 of the 36 A.

narinari individuals sequenced (1 from Hong Kong, 1 from
Grand Cayman Island, and 1 from Indonesia) demonstrated
intraindividual heterogeneity at 3 distinct nucleotide posi-
tions (i.e., there was a single heterogeneous site per
individual). These heterogeneous positions were clearly
identified as double peaks on both forward and reverse
sequencing electropherograms. Consequently, each of these
3 individuals generated 2 distinct ITS2 sequences types. Two
separate TCS analyses were performed on the ITS2 data:
the first excluded the 3 heterogeneous individuals and the
second included all individuals. All 3 individuals from the
Eastern Pacific possessed identical sequence types and
contained 2 indels (3 and 6 bp) separated by a single base
pair. Indels were not present in the ITS2 of individuals from

any other region. The 2 indels were weighted as separate
presence/absence characters (simple gap coding; Simmons
and Ochoterena 2000).

Results of both ITS2 TCS analyses were single 95%
probability networks where sequence types formed 3
distinct lineages (Eastern Pacific, Central Atlantic, and
Western/Central Pacific) (Figure 2). Although branching
patterns in both ITS2 networks were identical, in the second
network (all individuals) (Figure 2), one of the sequence
types from the heterogeneous Cayman Island individual
replaced a hypothetical/missing sequence type that had
previously connected the solitary Central Atlantic sequence
type to the Western/Central Pacific sequence types. The
ITS2 networks produced the only alternative connection:
a connection between the 2 tip sequence types from Hawaii
and Indonesia/China, which was broken in accordance
with criteria (1) and (3) outlined in the Materials and
Methods.

Figure 2. TCS networks depicting relationships among mitochondrial haplotypes and ITS2 sequence types. Circle size is

proportional to haplotypes/sequence-type frequency, connecting lines represent single mutational steps, and small black hexagons

represent hypothetical missing haplotypes/sequence types not sampled.
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Phylogenetic Relationships

Analyses of the combined mitochondrial–nuclear 1548-bp
(ITS2 indels removed) and 1621-bp (ITS2 indels re-
tained) data sets by ML, MP, and NJ methods each
produced 3 virtually identical, well-supported topologies,
which grouped the A. narinari sequences into 3 reciprocally
monophyletic lineages, that is, Western/Central Pacific,
Eastern Pacific, and Central Atlantic, with the Western/
Central Pacific clade as basal (Figure 3). The only low
bootstrap support (60% with ML) occurred for the
monophyly of Western/Central Pacific lineage when using
the 1548-bp data set. Alternative hypotheses of basal
Eastern Pacific or Central Atlantic clades were rejected by
the SH test (P 5 0.041 and P 5 0.021, respectively).
Independent phylogenetic analyses of each locus also
recovered the same 3 major clades (data not shown, but
available from the author on request).

Comparative Genetic Distances

Genetic distances among the 3 A. narinari lineages based on
COI and cyt b exceeded or were close to distances between
several taxonomically uncontroversial batoid congeners
(Table 1). For example, all pairwise measures (p, K2P, and
ML patristic) of A. narinari COI genetic distance for
Western/Central Pacific versus Central Atlantic lineages and
Western/Central Pacific versus Eastern Pacific lineages
exceeded (or in 1 case equaled) the COI genetic distance
between the batoid congener pair R. cerva versus R. australis.
For cyt b, genetic distances for Western/Central Pacific
versus Central Atlantic A. narinari lineages exceeded that of
the D. laosensis versus Dasyatis sp. comparison and were very
close to (i.e., just less than [p and K2P distances] or just
more than [ML patristic distances]) that of the H. imbricatus

versus H. gerrardii comparison. The cyt b genetic distance
between the Western/Central Pacific and Eastern Pacific

Figure 3. ML phylogeny of the combined COI/cyt b/ITS2 1621-bp data set. Bootstrap values are indicated over branches in

descending order as follows: ML, MP, and NJ (values in parentheses are for the 1548-bp data set).
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lineages similarly exceeded the D. laosensis versus Dasyatis sp.
comparison and were only slightly lower than the
H. imbricatus versus H. gerrardii comparison. Notably, however,
all COI and cyt b distances between the Central Atlantic and
Eastern Pacific A. narinari lineages were lower than those of
the batoid congeners compared.

Aetobatus Lineage Divergence Times

The LRT on the combined COI/cyt b mitochondrial data
indicated that the nucleotide substitution rate was homo-
geneous across lineages (test statistic 5 9.56; P 5 0.57).
The calculated mutation rates based on patristic distances
between the Central Atlantic and Eastern Pacific lineages
were 0.58% per million years (My) assuming an isthmus
closure 3.1 Ma, and 0.90% per My assuming a final isthmus
closure 2 Ma. These mutation rates, respectively, produced
A. narinari divergence times of 5.7 and 3.7 My for the
Western/Central Pacific versus Eastern Pacific lineage
comparison and 5.4 and 3.4 My for the Western/Central
Pacific versus Central Atlantic lineage comparison.

Rates of Molecular Evolution

Nucleotide substitution rate in the 432-bp cyt b A. narinari

plus congeners data set was not homogeneous across
lineages (test statistic 5 23.44; P 5 0.02). Accelerated
mitochondrial substitution rates have been detected pre-
viously in some batoids. For example, using the 12S rRNA,
tRNA, and NADH dehydrogenase subunits 1 and 2 loci,
Dunn et al. (2003) showed a rate increase for Potamotrygon.
Our phylogenetic analysis indicated a similar rate increase
for the Potamotrygon congeners and a rate slow down for H.

imbricatus and H. gerrardii. These species were subsequently
removed from the analysis, and an LRT on the remaining
congeners showed the substitution rate to be homogeneous
(test statistic 5 4.02; P 5 0.86).

Discussion

Is A. narinari a Species Complex?

The increasing studies proclaiming discovery of new species
based on divergent, single-locus (typically mitochondrial)
sequences have prompted debates about the validity of such
species designations and concerns about ‘‘taxonomic in-
flation’’ potentially misdirecting the allocation of limited
conservation resources (Rubinoff 2005; Meiri and Mace
2007). To avoid this conundrum, we took a multilocus
(mitochondrial and nuclear) and multianalytical (genealogical
and comparative genetic distances) approach to investigate
if the globally distributed spotted eagle ray comprises more
that 1 species, as has long been suspected based on
morphological and parasite diversity grounds.

Our phylogenetic analyses identified 3 well-supported,
reciprocally monophyletic lineages each restricted to the
Western/Central Pacific, Eastern Pacific, and Central
Atlantic regions, respectively. In its simplest form, the
phylogenetic species concept (PSC) defines species as
minimum diagnosable units (Cracraft 1989), and although
numerous variations of this concept have been proposed
(see Avise 2000; Wiens and Penkrot 2002; and references
therein), they all essentially agree that species are in the first
instance evolutionarily distinct lineages (De Queiroz 1998).
Under this ‘‘distinct lineage’’ definition, our results suggest
that A. narinari as currently taxonomically described is
actually comprised of at least 3 species. However, the PSC
does not emphasize reproductive isolation as a delineating
criterion, a fundamental component of the ‘‘biological
species concept’’ (Mayr 1963). In an attempt to combine
speciation concepts, Avise and Ball (1990) advocated the use
of multiple independent loci in species delineation. They
proposed that the lengthy period of time required for major
phylogenetic distinctions to accumulate concordantly at
independent loci was probably also sufficient for intrinsic
reproductive barriers to form. Populations that showed
concordant, reciprocally monophyletic patterns over in-
dependent loci were therefore worthy of formal taxonomic
recognition. Our mitochondrial and nuclear data clearly show
genealogical concordance in lineage identification. However,

Table 1. Comparison of COI and cyt b genetic distances (%)
among Aetobatus narinari lineages and between elasmobranch
congeners

Comparison pa K2Pb MLc

COI
A. narinari lineages

Central Atlantic versus Eastern Pacific 1.1 1.1 1.1
Western/Central Pacific versus Eastern
Pacific

3.8 3.9 4.0

Western/Central Pacific versus Central
Atlantic

2.8 2.8 2.9

Elasmobranch congeners
Raja cerva versus Raja australis (batoids) 2.6 2.7 2.9

cyt b
A. narinari lineages

Central Atlantic versus Eastern Pacific 2.5 2.5 2.6
Western/Central Pacific versus Eastern
Pacific

2.7 2.7 2.9

Western/Central Pacific versus Central
Atlantic

2.9 3.0 3.3

Elasmobranch congeners
Dasyatis laosensis versus Dasyatis sp.
(batoids)

2.6 2.6 2.9

Himantura imbricatus versus Himantura
gerrardii (batoids)

3.0 3.1 3.2

Dasyatis akejei versus Dasyatis laosensis
(batoids)

3.3 3.4 3.5

Potamotrygon motoro versus Potamotrygon
castexi (batoids)

3.7 3.8 4.1

Himantura pacifica versus Himantura
schmardae (batoids)

5.6 5.8 6.5

Sphyrna tiburo tiburo versus Sphyrna tiburo
vespertina (sharks)

5.8 6.1 6.6

a Mean pairwise uncorrected sequence distance.
b Mean pairwise Kimura 2-parameter sequence distance.
c Mean pairwise patristic distance generated using the TrN þ I (COI) and

TVM þ I þ G (cyt b) models.
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Avise and Ball (1990) also suggested that full species status
only be given to populations showing genealogical concor-
dance in sympatry as populations held in reproductive
isolation by allopatric barriers could potentially interbreed if
such barriers break down. Consequently, they recommended
a designation of subspecies for phylogenetically distinct,
allopatric populations. Under these more stringent guide-
lines, the 3 allopatric A. narinari lineages identified in our
study should be regarded at the minimum as subspecies.

A statistically based PSC standard that has been recently
proposed for designating operational species based on DNA
sequence data is the 95% connection limit in statistical
parsimony networks (Hart and Sunday 2007). By this
standard, nonrecombining loci (e.g., mtDNA sequences)
from Linnaean species typically form distinct (i.e., un-
connected) subnetworks, whereas sequences from single
species typically remain in a single cohesive network at the
95% statistical parsimony limit. Using this limit, our COI
statistical parsimony analysis identified 2 unconnected
subnetworks, 1 formed by the Western/Central Pacific
lineage and the other by the joined Eastern Pacific and
Central Atlantic lineages. In contrast, the cyt b results
showed 3 unconnected subnetworks comprising the
Western/Central Pacific, Eastern Pacific, and Central
Atlantic lineages. These networks could only be joined by
lowering the statistical parsimony limit to 91%. Based on
this quantitative PSC standard, A. narinari is comprised of at
least 2 (COI as a marker) or 3 (cyt b as a marker) distinct
species deserving of Linnaean status. Although popular,
genealogical approaches are not the only genetic tools
available for species delineation. Several workers have
stressed the value of comparative measures of genetic
divergence or distance (Highton 1990; Good and Wake
1992; Fraser and Bernatchez 2001; Buckley-Beason et al.
2006; Lefébure et al. 2006). Assuming that intrinsic barriers
to gene flow between recognized congeneric species are well
established, the genetic distance between these species can
be used as thresholds for species delineation in related taxa.
Using such genetic distance thresholds as a comparative
criterion, the following observations support delineating at
least the Western/Central Pacific versus Eastern Pacific/
Central Atlantic A. narinari lineages as 2 species: 1) the
genetic distance (p, K2P, and ML patristic) accumulated for
both mitochondrial genes between the Western/Central
Pacific versus Eastern Pacific and Central Atlantic
A. narinari lineages was close to or exceeded that of several
taxonomically uncontroversial elasmobranch congeners
(Table 1) and the COI genetic distances between A. narinari

lineages exceed those reported in the literature for several
other uncontroversial batoid (e.g., genus Bathyraja) and shark
(e.g., genus Carcharhinus) congeners (Bathyraja [p distance]:
Bathyraja maculata vs. Bathyraja lindbergi 5 0.5%; Bathyraja

violacea vs. Bathyraja interrupta 5 0.6%; Bathyraja aleutica vs.
Bathyraja abyssicola5 0.9%; Bathyraja mariposa vs. B. interrupta5
1.1%; Bathyraja parmifera vs. Bathyraja smirnovi 5 1.2%
[Spies et al. 2006], and Carcharhinus [K2P distance]:
Carcharinus altimus vs. Carcharinus plumbeus 5 0.51%;
Carcharinus limbatus vs. Carcharinus tilstoni 5 0.45% [Ward

et al. 2008]); and 2) the K2P COI distances between the
A. narinari lineages (2.8–3.9%) was substantially higher than the
average, intraspecific K2P COI genetic distances determined
for 171 elasmobranch species (0.37%; Ward et al. 2008).

The genealogical distinctiveness and comparative genetic
distance results considered together lend strong support to
according full species status to the Western/Central Pacific
A. narinari lineage. However, despite the concordant (nuclear
and mitochondrial) genealogical distinctiveness of the Eastern
Pacific lineage, the comparatively smaller genetic distances
between this and the Central Atlantic lineage tempers the case
for providing full species recognition to both these lineages.
We therefore recommend listing Central Atlantic and Eastern
Pacific lineages together as a separate single species distinct
from the Western/Central Pacific species. We also recom-
mend that the Central Atlantic and Eastern Pacific lineages
each be provided separate subspecies status in accordance
with the genealogical concordance criteria.

It is worthy of note that our findings are concordant
with previous speculation on the taxonomic status of
A. narinari based on the distribution of parasitic worms; these
distributions had led to suggestions that Atlantic A. narinari

were distinct from those in the Indo-Pacific (Marie and
Justine 2005).

Isolation and the Panamanian Isthmus

The 432-bp cyt b data set included H. schmarde and S. tiburo

tiburo from the Caribbean and H. pacifica and S. tiburo vespertina

from the East Pacific. It has been proposed that these
species/subspecies were isolated when the Isthmus of
Panama closed (Martin et al. 1992; Lovejoy 1996). In-
terestingly, the closely matched cyt b genetic distances (5.6–
6.6%) across the Isthmus for Himantura and Sphyrna were
more than twice that for A. narinari (2.5–2.6%) (Table 1).
A homogeneous mutation rate among lineages in the reduced
432-bp data set allowed us to apply the same cyt b mutation
rate among these species. Consequently, if we assume that the
Himantura and Sphyrna taxa were isolated by the isthmus
closure 3.1 or 2 Ma, it would date (using patristic distance) the
A. narinari isolation across the same divide at 1.2 or 0.8 Ma,
respectively—an improbable timing because it is well after
even the most recent date (2 My) for isthmus closure. As
a result, if we assume A. narinari populations were isolated at
even the most recent isthmus closure date of 2 Ma (Cronin
and Dowsett 1996), it would date isolation of Himantura and
Sphyrna taxa at approximately 5 Ma. These results suggest that
both the Himantura and Sphyrna taxa were probably isolated
prior to closure. Numerous studies have shown that many
transisthmian taxa probably diverged prior to closure
(Tringali et al. 1999; Marko 2002; Banford et al. 2004).

Evolutionary History

In addition to A. narinari with its circumtropical distribution,
there are 3 other described Aetobatus species, A. flagellum,
Aetobatus guttatus, and Aetobatus ocellatus, all with distributions
restricted to the East Indies Triangle (Compagno and Last
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1999). This region is proposed to be a center of speciation
and subsequent radiation for many marine taxa within the
Indo-West Pacific (Briggs 2000, 2005; and references
therein). Thus, a credible hypothesis for the biogeographic
pattern observed for Aetobatus is that this genus originated in
the Indo-West Pacific, with A. narinari subsequently
radiating throughout the Pacific and into the Atlantic
Ocean. Phylogenetic analyses of the combined mitochon-
drial–nuclear data set using A. flagellum as an outgroup
reveals an ancestral position for the Western/Central Pacific
lineage, corroborating the hypothesis of an Indo-West
Pacific origin for A. narinari. A similar Pacific ancestral bias
has also been found for the globally distributed olive ridley
turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea) and the scalloped hammerhead
shark (Sphyrna lewini) (Bowen et al. 1998; Duncan et al. 2006).

Dispersal Pathways

Assuming an Indo-West Pacific origin for A. narinari, there
are 2 plausible dispersal pathways into the Atlantic: 1) east
across the east Pacific barrier (EPB) and then through the
isthmus prior to closure (a third potential pathway, dispersal
around the southern tip of South America, is considered
highly unlikely due to the extremely cold water) or 2) west
through the Indian Ocean and then around the southern tip
of Africa. Both routes contain formidable barriers to
dispersal and gene flow. The EPB is an expanse of deep
open water without islands stretching 4000–7000 km from
the west coast of the Americas to the Central Pacific; the
southern tip of Africa represents a dramatic transition
between the warm waters of the Aghulhas current along the
southeast coast and the colder waters off the southwest
coast created by the Benguela upwelling system. However, it
seems that neither barrier is impassable. For example, the
EPB appears to have been breached numerous times by reef
fish and urchin larvae (Lessios et al. 1998, 2001; Lessios and
Robertson 2006) and also by migrations of the olive ridley
turtle and the scalloped hammerhead shark (Bowen et al.
1998; Duncan et al. 2006). The South African coastline has
been widely proposed as a pathway for species invading the
Atlantic from the Indian Ocean (Briggs 1974; Bowen et al.
1994, 2001; Rocha et al. 2005).

The mitochondrial–nuclear phylogenetic analyses com-
bined with the COI and ITS2 statistical parsimony results
support an A. narinari western dispersal into the Atlantic via
the southern tip of Africa. For example, using the ancestral
position of the Western/Central Pacific lineage to polarize
the TCS networks (Templeton 1998), both COI and ITS2
networks showed the Eastern Pacific lineage as most
derived, with the Central Atlantic intermediate between
the Eastern Pacific and Western/Central Pacific lineages.
The cyt b TCS network is ambiguous regarding this issue
with either plausible dispersal pathway possible, accompa-
nied by a subsequent sundering of a combined Central
Atlantic and Eastern Pacific lineage by the isthmus closure.
The ambiguity of the cyt b results notwithstanding, the TCS
networks suggest a dispersal path westward from the Pacific,
through the Atlantic, and into the Caribbean, with the

Eastern Pacific subsequently colonized from the Caribbean
prior to the closure of the Isthmus of Panama.

Further support for the South African dispersal pathway
is provided by the history of the Benguela upwelling system.
Marlow et al. (2000) showed that the water temperature of
the region was previously warmer than today and started to
cool approximately 3.2 Ma due to intensification of wind-
driven upwelling. Therefore, it seems possible that
A. narinari individuals may have been able to disperse around
the southern tip of Africa prior to the onset of cooling. The
date reported for the onset of cooling is remarkably close to
the divergence time estimated for the Western/Central
Pacific and Central Atlantic lineages of 3.4 Ma (using the
mutation rate of 0.90%). Therefore, as also suggested for
trumpetfishes (Bowen et al. 2001), the eventual speciation
between these A. narinari populations may not have been the
result of a rare migration but rather a vicariant sundering of
a warm water corridor between ocean basins. Clearly, the
examination of A. narinari samples from the northwest coast
of Africa would provide further insight to the evolutionary
history of this species.

Conclusion

Utilizing the combination of genealogical concordance and
genetic distance criteria, we have delineated the globally
distributed species of A. narinari (Euphrasen 1790) into at
least 2 distinct species. One species ranges through the
Western and Central Pacific and the other through the
Central Atlantic and the Eastern Pacific. The latter species is
further divided into 2 subspecies separated by the Isthmus
of Panama. Our data support an Indo-West Pacific origin
for the A. narinari species complex, followed by radiation
into the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, probably via the
southern tip of Africa. In addition to providing taxonomic
clarification and insight into evolutionary history, these
findings have direct management implications, as the
reduced ranges and population sizes of the delineated
species reinforce concerns about the already threatened and
vulnerable status of these batoids.
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